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                                                                                 MOGL, the first fully functional and
NCAA compliant online marketplace to connect businesses and brands
with collegiate athletes for opportunities to monetize their name,
image and likeness (NIL) was selected as a finalist in the Social &
Culture category for the 14th annual SXSW Pitch® (formerly SXSW
Accelerator).

SXSW Pitch is the marquee event of South by Southwest® (SXSW®)
Conference & Festivals (March 11 - 20, 2022) Startups Track, where
leading startups from around the world showcase some of the most
impressive technology innovations to a panel of hand-picked judges
and a live audience. Out of the 655 companies that applied to present
at SXSW Pitch 2022, MOGL was selected among the 50 finalists
spanning 10 separate categories.

The two-day event will be held the first weekend of SXSW Conference
& Festivals, Saturday, March 12 and Sunday, March 13, on the fourth
floor of the Downtown Hilton Austin, Salon D/E. The event will then
culminate with the 2022 SXSW Pitch Awards Ceremony on Sunday
evening, March 13, where winning startups from each category and a
Best in Show winner will be announced and honored.

“MOGL is thrilled for the opportunity to present at the prestigious SXSW
Pitch Event and showcase our NCAA compliant name, image and
likeness marketing platform,” said MOGL founder and CEO Ayden Syal.
“We are especially excited for the opportunity to showcase the
platform in Austin given the value that we have already been able to
provide to athletes such as those at the University of Texas and Austin
businesses such as JewBoy Burgers and Dirty Martin’s. In cities such as
Austin, businesses are greatly benefited by the platforms and reach
that athletes provide and MOGL’s revolutionary technology helps them
do it with ease.”

SXSW Pitch will feature finalists across the following 9 categories:
Artificial Intelligence, Robotics & Voice, Enterprise & Smart Data,
Entertainment, Gaming & Content, Extended Reality & Immersive
Technology, Future of Work, Health, Wearables & Wellbeing, Innovative
World Technologies, Smart Cities, Transportation & Logistics, and
Social & Culture.

MOGL will present among four other companies in the Social & Culture
category on March 13, 2022.
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“It is important to spread awareness about the benefits of working with
college athletes as influencers from a business and marketing
standpoint as well as the process that goes into NIL deals which MOGL
automates and simplifies for users,” said MOGL founder and Chief
Athletic Officer Brandon Wimbush. “It is equally significant to educate
athletes about the opportunities available to them along with how to
protect themselves from a compliance and financial standpoint in the
new NIL space.”

MOGL’s pitch will be comprised of information regarding how the
platform works, the company’s commitment to educating, informing,
and supporting athletes in this new era, the traction that the
marketplace has already generated, the value that businesses can gain
from working with college athletes, and the seamless and secure user
experience on the MOGL platform. 

“Since its beginning, SXSW Pitch has significantly helped shape the
early-stage venture ecosystem and connected promising companies
with the resources they need to thrive, giving promising companies the
resources they need to succeed when it matters most,” said SXSW
Pitch Event Producer Chris Valentine. “Of the 572 companies who have
participated since the competition’s inception, over 82 percent have
gone on to secure funding and 17 percent have been acquired by the
likes Google, British Telecom, Huffington Post, Apple, Live Nation,
OpenTable. We’re excited to see this year’s impressive group of
startups take to the stage and show us how their innovations will
change the world.”

For more information about SXSW Pitch and to view the complete list of
finalists, visit: https://www.sxsw.com/pitch
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